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LITERACY FOR ALL1

Educators supported diverse student needs 
this year with students working across 
Lexia’s suite of curriculum programs.

myLexia EDUCATORS1
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POWERFUL DATA AND RESOURCES1

Lexia educators recorded more than 15.2M logins to myLexia 
across the 2021–2022 school year.

Voices of
Lexia Educators

I like that [myLexia] 
shows overall class 
progress and 
individualization per 
student. You can get a 
good idea of student 
progress at a quick 
glance or go into as 
much detail as needed.

10,626 educators accessed their student data
on the go with the myLexia mobile app

On average, educators logged into
myLexia four times per week

40,535 educators used Lexia’s e-learning platform
for on-demand program and literacy learning

A typical myLexia session
was just 11.1 minutes long
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1. Results for educators who logged into the myLexia platform between July 26, 2021 and May 29, 2022. 
Data compiled and analyzed by Lexia Research.
2. Based on resources marked as delivered by educators within myLexia. Some resources are not able to 
be marked as delivered at this time (Lexia English lessons and certificates) and some delivery may not be 
recorded using this feature. 
3. From a survey of 4,677 educators and administrators deployed monthly across the 2021–2022 school year 
by Lexia Research. New educators started using Lexia programs for the first time within the three months 
prior to being surveyed.

WHAT EDUCATORS ARE SAYING 3

BLENDED LEARNING IN ACTION 2
Educators took advantage of Lexia’s suite of resources more than ever before to create 
personalized and engaging learning environments.

said myLexia is 
easy to use89%

78% of new educators believe Lexia 
programs will help improve their 
students’ outcomes

93% of new educators said Lexia 
programs had met or exceeded
 their expectations thus far

85% said myLexia helps them 
more efficiently evaluate 
their students’ needs 

Voices of Lexia Educators
The kids are motivated to use it and love 
the different themes built into the platform. 
I have personally seen great results from 
my students who consistently use this 
program. I also like that students can 
work above their grade level as they 
make progress. It is a great tool for both 
filling gaps and accelerating students.

1,518,188
Lexia Lessons® 
delivered

4,762,413
Lexia Skill Builders® 
delivered

4,574,627
Core5 Level 
certificates delivered

Voices of Lexia Educators
I love all of the additional supports that Lexia provides for reteaching lessons, as well as Skill Builders that 
can be used as guided or independent practice. I have also utilized almost all of the resources in the Core5 
Resources Hub for a variety of purposes and audiences.


